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In fllct, the cost of the products vis-a.-vis the competing 
products on the markets and the product quality are part 
i1nd parcel of the absolute cost of the product. Product 
stability is another problem in question, especially if the 
growth cycle long, As C1 resuH 
herbs ,we IlerenniC1l herb? for tv\'O I! 
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mmediate significm 
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Rate of Market Penetration 
A factor that limits market penetration is perhaps a 
balance between supply and demand. 

For eXlimple, from the supply point of view, the 
multiplication of germplasm to obtain sufficient yields for 

factor. In most 
ve to tenfold range, 

I probably be achieved wi 
to seven years problem may be 
by selecting seed turnover 
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the llse of alternative propagation methods (e.g. cuttings 
- sage, bulb division - squill, etc.). 

Ho\;vever, the problem arises in prediciting the supply 
of crop by the end of the cycle. This is called supply 
uncertainty. Although a crop might give C1 high yield, 
supply uncertClintv will be possible if at the same time the 
crop lllight production failure. 
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nlarket should be studied to determine which products 
are demanded by the consumer, the economic feasibility 
comes next and finally the technical feasibility. 

Currently, the Institute of Agriculture (Universitv 
of Malta) ie; number of projects 
alternCltive s)lecial referen~e to 
a nd aroma basic knowledge 
local plClnt~; Institute has 
a project, with the Departrnen 
Anatomv (Faculty of MedIcine and Surgery) to determine 
the potential pharmacological activity of a wide range 
of plants. This project is funded by the National RTDl. 
Another project developed between the Institute and 
the Ministry for Rural Affairs and the Environment, 
involves the cultivation of a number of medicinal plants 
to conserve species through ex 

'uitro propagZl stirnul(lte the interest 
producers these medicinal 
alternative project, still in its 
ph(lse, is between the Insti 
industri(ll to embark on the 
and finalizCltion of alternative crop-derived products, 
especii1lly with medicinal (lnd cosmetic values. This is not 
limited to 10cRI processors but (lIsa processors from EU 
member states. 

Apart from research projects, the Institute has the 
responsibility of e<illc<lting the producer, processor; 
consumer vdved in this sector. 
the Institutt' iel rill1ge of courses related tel [I 
use Clnd eXl'lni! I medicinal and aromatic 
alternCl tive 
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Conclusions 

Intheabsenceofgovernment itis 
new with new uses will be 
would seem for to fund 

111~' to the ;,vhere 
them to m8 and CIt that point 

private sector to take over. The 
help 

assistance to 
through these means 
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are willing to set things 
a matter of fact, as mentioned 
8 

start. Although it is 
crop will to 

components, 
are on 
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